Introduction {#fog12125-sec-0001}
============

Spanning across tens to hundreds of kilometers and lasting months to years, mesoscale eddies play a vital role in the physical and biological environment of the world\'s major oceans. Eddies have higher kinetic energy than the mean ocean flow (Xu *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), and they contribute to general circulation and the oceanic heat budget by transporting momentum (Morrow *et al*., [1992](#fog12125-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Iudicone *et al*., [1998](#fog12125-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}), heat (Volkov *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), fresh water, and mass (Leach *et al*., [2002](#fog12125-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}).

Eddies are classified as having cyclonic or anticyclonic polarity, depending on the direction of their rotation. In the northern hemisphere, newly‐formed cyclonic eddies and cyclonic eddies that are still intensifying (i.e., are in their spin‐up phase) rotate in a counterclockwise direction. Cyclonic eddies upwell water at their center (the eddy core) and are thus also known as cold‐core rings. Newly‐formed anticyclonic eddies and anticyclonic eddies that are still intensifying rotate in a clockwise direction. Anticyclonic eddies downwell water at their center and are known as warm‐core rings (Bakun, [2006](#fog12125-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; McGillicuddy *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

Because eddies effectively mix the water column both vertically and horizontally, they affect nutrient distribution (McGillicuddy and Robinson, [1997](#fog12125-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), regulate primary production (Oschlies and Garçon, [1998](#fog12125-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}), and induce new production (McGillicuddy *et al*., [1998](#fog12125-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) in the open ocean. Many studies have shown that eddies influence the behavior and distribution of every level of marine organisms, from plankton (Garçon *et al*., [2001](#fog12125-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Vaillancourt *et al*., [2003](#fog12125-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}) to top predators, such as seals (Campagna *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}), seabirds (Nel *et al*., [2001](#fog12125-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Cotté *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}), and sea turtles (Polovina *et al*., [2004](#fog12125-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}).

Eddies are also important oceanographic features for tuna and swordfish (*Xiphias gladius*) life cycles. Eddies create favorable spawning conditions for Atlantic bluefin tuna (*Thunnus thynnus*) (Teo *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}), albacore tuna (*Thunnus alalunga*) (Bakun, [2006](#fog12125-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), and Pacific bluefin tuna (*Thunnus orientalis*) (Satoh, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). In the Gulf of Mexico, eddy kinetic energy is one factor that significantly affects the location of bluefin tuna breeding grounds (Teo *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). In the Mozambique Channel, tuna schooling is associated with cyclonic eddies and eddy edges, as the foraging conditions are more favorable in these areas (Tew‐Kai and Marsac, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). In the Mediterranean, swordfish spawning and feeding grounds are surrounded by persistent eddies (Tserpes *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}).

The fact that pelagic longline fisheries in the northwest Atlantic Ocean are located in regions of high eddy activity (in particular, near the Gulf Stream), and the fact that eddies affect the distribution of large pelagic predators, provide us with an opportunity to test eddy activity as a criterion for selecting catch among different species of tuna and swordfish in the region. Using catch records from the U.S. pelagic longline fleet, we examined the effects of eddy presence and polarity on the catch of Atlantic bluefin tuna, yellowfin tuna (*Thunnus albacares*), bigeye tuna (*Thunnus obesus*), and swordfish. We also examined the effects of sea surface temperature (SST), another factor known to affect catch of these species.

The U.S. commercial pelagic longline fishery adopts different fishing strategies and gear configurations to target different species of tuna and swordfish in the North Atlantic Ocean (Witzell, [1999](#fog12125-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Kot *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). To account for the influence of fishing gear configuration on catch composition, we also modeled the effects of the number of light sticks used in a configuration and of the number of hooks between floats.

Our results demonstrate the patterns of tuna and swordfish catch in relation to mesoscale physical oceanographic features in the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery. In recent years, national quotas for bluefin tuna have been declining whereas quotas for swordfish have been increasing, leading the U.S. pelagic longline fleet to catch more than its allotted sub‐quota for bluefin tuna, while struggling to catch its full swordfish quota (ICCAT, [2011](#fog12125-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}). Our research may help improve this situation by providing useful information to fishers who wish to optimize catch of one or more species while avoiding others.

Materials and Methods {#fog12125-sec-0002}
=====================

Fishery data {#fog12125-sec-0003}
------------

We downloaded logbook records (NOAA, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}) of pelagic longline hauls by the U.S. fishing fleet covering a 13‐year span (October 14, 1992 through December 31, 2005) in the region 30--55°N, 30--80°W. Each record specified the date and location of the haul and the count of each species of fish caught. We discarded potentially erroneous records--for example, records that have incomplete date information, a greater catch than the number of hooks set, or fewer than 100 hooks set. Using the remaining 62 121 records, we focused our analysis on three species of tuna (bluefin, yellowfin, and bigeye) and swordfish (Fig. [1](#fog12125-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mean catch‐per‐unit‐effort (CPUE) for (a) bluefin tuna, (b) yellowfin tuna, (c) bigeye tuna, and (d) swordfish during the study period (1993--2005).](FOG-24-508-g001){#fog12125-fig-0001}

To investigate the effects of fishing gear configuration on the catch, we extracted three gear characteristics for each haul: the numbers of hooks set, light sticks used, and hooks between floats. A light stick is a plastic tube containing chemiluminescent fluids. To attract fish to their gear, fishers sometimes affix light sticks on the fishing line above the hook, mainly while fishing at night. When more hooks are set between floats in a longline haul, the mainline is more likely to sag and thus fishes at a greater depth. In this paper, we treated the number of light sticks used as a proxy for set time and the number of hooks between floats as a proxy for fishing depth.

Eddy data {#fog12125-sec-0004}
---------

We downloaded 690 weekly sea level anomaly (SLA) images (AVISO global 1/3° gridded DT‐MSLA Ref merged dataset; <http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com>) corresponding to the time period of the fishery data. Using the Marine Geospatial Ecology Tools ([mget]{.smallcaps}) software (Roberts *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}), we developed an automated workflow for detecting eddies in the images using the Okubo--Weiss parameter.

The Okubo--Weiss parameter (Okubo, [1970](#fog12125-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Weiss, [1991](#fog12125-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}), W, has been used in a number of prior studies to identify eddy structures from sea surface height data (e.g., Isern‐Fontanet *et al*., [2004](#fog12125-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [2006](#fog12125-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Chelton *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Henson and Thomas, [2008](#fog12125-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). It is calculated using the following equation, which subtracts the square of vorticity (*ω* ^2^) from the sum of the square of the normal component of strain (*s* ~n~ ^2^) and the square of the shear component of strain (*s* ~s~ ^2^):$$W = s_{n}^{2} + s_{s}^{2} - \mathit{\omega}^{2}$$

To calculate the normal component (*s* ~n~) and the shear component (*s* ~s~) of strain and vorticity (*ω*), geostrophic velocities in *x*‐direction (*u*) and *y*‐direction (*v*) are calculated using sea level anomaly (*h*′), acceleration due to gravity (*g*), and Coriolis parameter (*f*):$$u = - \frac{g}{f}{\frac{\mathit{\partial}h^{\prime}}{\mathit{\partial}y}\,\text{and}\,\mathit{\nu} = \frac{g}{f}\frac{\mathit{\partial}h^{\prime}}{\mathit{\partial}x}}$$

Then the strain components and vorticity are calculated:$$s_{n} = \frac{\mathit{\partial}u}{\mathit{\partial}x} - \frac{\mathit{\partial}\mathit{\nu}}{\mathit{\partial}y}\,\text{and}\, s_{s} = \frac{\mathit{\partial}\mathit{\nu}}{\mathit{\partial}x} + \frac{\mathit{\partial}u}{\mathit{\partial}y}\,\text{and}\,\mathit{\omega} = \frac{\mathit{\partial}\mathit{\nu}}{\mathit{\partial}x} - \frac{\mathit{\partial}u}{\mathit{\partial}y}$$

According to Eqn [(1)](#fog12125-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the eddy core, which has a relatively high vorticity and low strain rates, is characterized by a large negative value of the Okubo--Weiss parameter. In contrast, the eddy ring, which experiences relatively high rates of strain and low vorticity, has a large positive value of the parameter.

The [mget]{.smallcaps} software labels eddy cores in a sea level anomaly image by calculating the Okubo--Weiss parameter for each cell of the image and then identifying coherent clusters of cells that are below the threshold value of the parameter. This threshold may be expressed as an absolute value of the parameter or as a difference, in standard deviations, from the mean value of the parameter for all of the cells. To be consistent with previous eddy identification studies (Isern‐Fontanet *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Henson and Thomas, [2008](#fog12125-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}), we used a threshold of −0.2 standard deviations.

Because hydrodynamic features such as Gulf Stream meanders can be mistakenly flagged as eddies by the Okubo--Weiss approach, MGET tracks eddies across successive images and provides mechanisms to filter the eddy core output according to eddy size, circularity, and duration. To reject oddly‐shaped features that were not eddies, we set MGET\'s minimum area‐to‐perimeter ratio to 0.4 (this ratio is normalized such that a perfect circle has the value 1.0).

Next, to identify the eddy rings, we first obtained the radius of each detected eddy core by assuming that the core was circular in shape and then calculating its radius from its surface area. Based on previous research, which indicated that the eddy core usually comprises \~50 to 60% of the diameter of an eddy, we buffered the detected eddy cores out to a distance equal to their radii. From the buffered areas, we then labeled cells with an Okubo--Weiss parameter greater than 0.2 standard deviations as eddy rings, because the eddy rings experience high rates of strain and, therefore, have a large positive Okubo--Weiss value (Henson and Thomas, [2008](#fog12125-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}).

Finally, we combined the eddy rings and cores, labeled the resulting features according to the polarity of the eddy (anticyclonic or cyclonic), performed a spatiotemporal overlay of the longline haul records on the labeled images, and determined whether each haul occurred in an anticyclonic eddy, in a cyclonic eddy, or outside of eddies.

Sea surface temperature (SST) data {#fog12125-sec-0005}
----------------------------------

Prior research has shown that our focal species exhibit different tolerances for and adaptations to water temperature (Carey, [1982](#fog12125-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Block *et al*., [2001](#fog12125-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Bertrand *et al*., [2002a](#fog12125-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Lawson *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Dewar *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). To examine the possible influence of water temperature on the catch of these species and to provide a second environmental covariate to which eddies could be compared, we obtained SST estimates for the longline hauls extracted from the 8‐day nighttime 4‐km AVHRR Pathfinder [sst]{.smallcaps} version 4.0 dataset (<http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov>). SST at the set position was recorded for each set made within an 8‐day period covered by any given satellite image. Due to cloud contamination, we were unable to obtain SST data for 6906 of our 62 121 logbook records. These records were excluded in the subsequent analysis.

Correlation of fish catch with eddies, SST, and gear characteristics {#fog12125-sec-0006}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effects of eddies, temperature, and gear configuration on the catch of three species of tuna and swordfish, multivariate statistical models were constructed. In these models, the response variable was equivalent to catch‐per‐unit‐effort (CPUE). Although technically the catch of each of our focal species was used as the response variable, the models adjusted the difference in fishing effort of each longline haul by assigning the number of hooks set (*H* ~*i*~) to the offset of the models and by including this variable as one of the predictor variables and restricting its coefficient to 1. This approach is commonly used in statistical models to study the environmental preference of tuna and swordfish (Santos *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}; Mugo *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Teo and Block, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). To compare the number of fish caught in the anticyclonic eddy, cyclonic eddy, and non‐eddy hauls, a categorical variable EDDY was constructed based on the eddy category of haul (i.e., anticyclonic, cyclonic, or non‐eddy). To account for any unobserved events associated with a particular time of the year that might influence the number of fish caught, the year and month when each haul was made were included in our statistical models as two categorical variables YR and *M*. A detailed description of the predictor variables of our models was provided in Table [1](#fog12125-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}. In the statistical models, the predicted number of fish caught (*y* ~*i*~) was estimated:$$\begin{array}{cl}
{\log(y_{i})} & {= \mathit{\beta}_{0} + \sum\limits_{j = 1993}^{2005}{\mathit{\beta}_{yr}{YR}_{j} + \sum\limits_{k = 1}^{12}{\mathit{\beta}_{m}M_{k}}}} \\
 & {+ \sum\limits_{l = 1}^{3}{\mathit{\beta}_{EDDY}{EDDY}_{l} + \mathit{\beta}_{SST}{SST}_{i} + \mathit{\beta}_{L}L_{i}}} \\
 & {+ {\mathit{\beta}_{HBF}{HBF}_{i} + \mathit{\beta}_{LAT}{LAT}_{i} + \mathit{\beta}_{LON}{LON}_{i}}} \\
 & {+ \log{(H_{i})} + \mathit{\varepsilon}_{i}} \\
\end{array}$$

###### 

Predictor variables included in the regression models

  Variable                         Abbreviation   Type          Description
  -------------------------------- -------------- ------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
  Eddy presence and polarity       *EDDY*         Categorical   Anticyclonic hauls (A); cyclonic hauls (C); non‐eddy hauls
  Sea surface temperature          *SST*          Continuous    SST (°C) extracted from 8‐day composite AVHRR satellite data
  Number of light sticks used      *L*            Discrete      Total number of light sticks affixed to the longline
  Number of hooks between floats   *HBF*          Discrete      Total number of hooks deployed between successive floats
  Latitude                         *LAT*          Continuous    Latitude of the longline hauls
  Longitude                        *LON*          Continuous    Longitude of the longline hauls
  Number of hooks set              *H*            Discrete      Total number of hooks attached to the longline
  Year                             *YR*           Categorical   Year the longline hauls were made (1993--2005)
  Month                            *M*            Categorical   Month the longline hauls were made (1--12)
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Our fishery data are count data (the number of fish caught), are overdispersed (the sample variance exceeds the sample mean), and contain a large number of zeros (hauls with no catch). Previous research has demonstrated that a zero‐inflated negative binomial (ZINB) distribution is suitable for fitting this kind of data to environmental variables and variables that describe fishing effort and gear configuration (Minami *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). A typical ZINB model has two portions, the zero‐inflation portion and the count portion. In the zero‐inflation portion, the model uses the predictor variables and negative binomial distribution to estimate the probability of a sample being one of the excess observed zeros. In the count portion, the model uses the predictor variables and, in our case again, negative binomial distribution to estimate the number of fish caught in a longline haul. Like the zero‐inflation portion, the count portion can also predict zero fish catch in a longline haul, and the zeros predicted by the count portion are structural zeros, which refer to those longline hauls set in sub‐optimal fishing grounds and caught no fish. Detailed descriptions of the ZINB model can be found in Zuur *et al*. ([2009](#fog12125-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}).

We built one ZINB regression model for each species. For each species, we first built an initial ZINB model by fitting the full model (Eqn [(4)](#fog12125-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in both the count portion and the zero‐inflation portion of the model. To examine the relative importance of the predictor variables in the initial model, we conducted a backward stepwise process, in which we successively remove one variable from each portion and compare the model with the initial model using likelihood ratio test. The variable that produces the least change in Akaike\'s information criterion (AIC) and the most insignificant Chi‐square statistic in the likelihood ratio test was then removed from the initial model. We repeated the process until we reached a final model, in which removing any predictor variable produces a large change in AIC and is significant in the successive likelihood ratio test. For each species examined, a summary table of the final ZINB model is provided (Table S1--S4). The work was performed in the [r]{.smallcaps} statistical program (R Development Core Team, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}) using the '[pscl]{.smallcaps}' package and the '[mass]{.smallcaps}' package.

We reported the results using the count portion of our ZINB models. We reported a pattern for a species (i.e., that it responds to a certain variable in the ZINB regression models) if the variable has a coefficient significant at a 95% confidence level. By comparing which eddy category has the higher predicted number of fish caught, we summarized the responses of tuna and swordfish catch toward eddy presence and polarity. For latitude, longitude, SST, and the variables that describe gear configuration, we reported the sign of the coefficient of these variables in our regression models as our results for the direction of the variables\' effects on the number of fish caught for a given species.

Sensitivity test {#fog12125-sec-0007}
----------------

MGET provides mechanisms to filter the eddy core output according to eddy size and duration. To examine the relevance of both small, short‐lived eddies and large, long‐lived eddies, we used these mechanisms and conducted a sensitivity test that included six eddy‐detecting scenarios. In these scenarios, we required eddy cores to be bigger than a specified area (4, 6, or 9 cells, corresponding to circles with approximate radii of 42, 51, and 63 km) and to persist for longer than a specified period of time (10 or 18 weeks). We omitted one scenario, in which we required eddy cores to be bigger than nine cells and to persist for longer than 18 weeks, because this eddy‐detecting condition was too strict and too few eddy cores were detected for the downstream statistical analysis to be robust.

We repeated the above statistical analysis for each of the five eddy‐detecting scenarios. Our results suggest that changing eddy size and duration does not affect the responses of tuna and swordfish catch to the predictor variables. For clear presentation, we only show the results of one scenario, in which we required eddy cores to have a radius greater than 51 km and to persist for longer than 18 weeks, because this scenario contains large, long‐lived eddies that are likely to be biologically relevant. The trends reported in this study are significant at a 95% confidence level in at least three eddy‐detecting scenarios.

Results {#fog12125-sec-0008}
=======

Spatial patterns in fishing effort and efficiency {#fog12125-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------------

To illustrate overall spatial patterns in fishing effort and efficiency, we derived mean CPUE maps for each focal species from the 62 121 hauls (Fig. [1](#fog12125-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The hauls were distributed broadly across the study area but spatially clumped along the U.S. East Coast and in the Flemish Cap region. Cells with high mean CPUE concentrated in these two regions. For bluefin tuna and bigeye tuna, the mean CPUE was distributed relatively evenly across these two regions, whereas for yellowfin tuna and swordfish, the mean CPUE was higher in one region than the other. Mean CPUE was higher along the U.S. East Coast for yellowfin tuna and higher in the Flemish Cap region for swordfish. Overall, bluefin tuna had the lowest mean CPUE and swordfish had the highest mean CPUE among the four species (Table [4](#fog12125-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

Spatial patterns in eddy activity {#fog12125-sec-0010}
---------------------------------

In this particular eddy‐detecting scenario, in which eddy cores were required to have a radius of at least 51 km and to persist for longer than 18 weeks, 103 anticyclonic eddies and 269 cyclonic eddies were detected in our study area and period (Table [2](#fog12125-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). To illustrate overall spatial patterns in eddy activity, we aggregated the 690 weekly images showing eddy positions (e.g., Fig. [2](#fog12125-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) into climatological images that show the mean density of eddies over the study period (Fig. [3](#fog12125-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). In our study area, cyclonic eddies were more common than anticyclonic eddies, and anticyclonic eddies were concentrated farther north than cyclonic eddies--especially along the northern edge of the Gulf Stream.

###### 

The numbers of eddies detected and the numbers of longline hauls categorized to different eddy categories. In this eddy‐detecting scenario, the minimum eddy radius and duration were required to be greater than 51 km and longer than 18 weeks, respectively

                            Number
  ------------------------- --------
  Eddies                    372
  Anticyclonic eddies       103
  Cyclonic eddies           269
  Eddy hauls                2946
  Non‐eddy hauls            59 175
  Anticyclonic eddy hauls   2695
  Cyclonic eddy hauls       246
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![Example output from the eddy‐detecting workflow, showing eddy cores detected on June 30, 2004. To illustrate the output in an oceanographic context, the detected cores are overlaid on contemporaneous images of (a) sea level anomaly (DT‐MSLA Ref data from AVISO) and (b) sea surface temperature (GOES 10 SST data from NASA PO.DAAC).](FOG-24-508-g002){#fog12125-fig-0002}

![Density of (a) all eddy cores, (b) anticyclonic eddy cores, and (c) cyclonic eddy cores during the study period (1993--2005). The darker the color, the more frequently the grid cell was occupied by an eddy during the study period.](FOG-24-508-g003){#fog12125-fig-0003}

The number of longline hauls that belong to each eddy category was tallied in Table [2](#fog12125-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Although many longline hauls occurred in eddies, most occurred outside of eddies (Table [2](#fog12125-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} and Fig. [4](#fog12125-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). This is because only a small portion of the study area is occupied by eddies at a given time (Fig. [2](#fog12125-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; also note values of density scale in Fig. [3](#fog12125-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). For hauls inside eddies, although cyclonic eddies were more prevalent in the overall study area, more hauls were located in anticyclonic eddies than in cyclonic eddies (Table [2](#fog12125-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}), particularly along the portion of the Gulf Stream that veers away from the East Coast of the United States (Fig. [4](#fog12125-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). This is due to the fleet\'s preference for fishing on the northern side of the Gulf Stream, where more anticyclonic eddies are generated than cyclonic eddies.

![Density of longline hauls located (a) outside of eddies, (b) in eddies, (c) in anticyclonic eddies, and (d) in cyclonic eddies during the study period (1993--2005). For each gridded cell, haul density was calculated by dividing the number of hauls the cell contains by the total number of hauls (62 121) of the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery.](FOG-24-508-g004){#fog12125-fig-0004}

Correlation of fish catch with eddies, SST, gear characteristics, and spatial variables {#fog12125-sec-0011}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We calculated the percentage of total variance explained by the final ZINB model for bluefin (66.88%), yellowfin (83%), and bigeye tuna (78.83%) and swordfish (81.26%). The models showed that eddy effects are statistically significant and that they display distinct patterns for each of the focal species (Table [3](#fog12125-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Bluefin tuna catch was higher in anticyclonic hauls than in non‐eddy or in cyclonic hauls. For yellowfin tuna, the catch was highest in cyclonic hauls and lowest in anticyclonic hauls. Bigeye tuna catch was highest in cyclonic hauls, followed by anticyclonic hauls, and lowest in non‐eddy hauls. Conversely, swordfish catch was highest in non‐eddy hauls, followed by anticyclonic hauls, and lowest in cyclonic hauls.

###### 

The coefficients and the 95% confidence intervals of each predictor variable in the count portion of the final zero‐inflated negative binomial (ZINB) models for each species. The models were fit using the eddy structures detected in the scenario, in which the eddy cores were required to be bigger than six cells (corresponding to a circle with a radius of approximately 51 km) and to persist for longer than 18 weeks. The predictor variables eliminated in the backward stepwise process were left blank

  Variable     Bluefin tuna                                                   Yellowfin tuna                                                 Bigeye tuna                                                    Swordfish
  ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
  *EDDY (A)*   0.4690 ± 0.2982[\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}      −0.0803 ± 0.0706[\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}       0.1327 ± 0.0721[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}    −0.1523 ± 0.0536[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *EDDY (C)*                                                                  0.2250 ± 0.2122[\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}        0.7362 ± 0.2636[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}    −0.8068 ± 0.1452[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *SST*        −0.1873 ± 0.0262[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   0.0471 ± 0.0089[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}    0.0983 ± 0.0096[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}    −0.0185 ± 0.0057[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *L*          −0.0012 ± 0.0003[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   −0.0019 ± 0.0001[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   −0.0007 ± 0.0001[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   0.0012 ± 0.0001[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *HBF*                                                                                                                                      0.0106 ± 0.0089[\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}        −0.0066 ± 0.0020[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *LAT*                                                                                                                                      0.0903 ± 0.0103[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}    −0.2459 ± 0.0078[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  *LON*        −0.0860 ± 0.0094[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                 0.0801 ± 0.0025[\*\*\*](#fog12125-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}

\**P*‐value \< 0.05; \*\**P*‐value \< 0.01; \*\*\**P*‐value \< 0.001.
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For bluefin tuna and swordfish, catch increased with decreasing SST, whereas for yellowfin and bigeye tuna, catch increased with increasing SST. For all three species of tuna, the catch was negatively correlated with the number of light sticks used, whereas for swordfish, the catch was positively correlated with this variable. The number of hooks between floats is significant in determining the catch of bigeye tuna and swordfish. Bigeye tuna catch was positively correlated with the number of hooks between floats whereas swordfish catch was negatively correlated with this variable.

For swordfish, the catch was negatively correlated with latitude, whereas for bigeye tuna, the catch was positively correlated. For bluefin tuna, the catch was negatively correlated with the longitude, whereas for swordfish, the catch was positively correlated.

Eddies are less important than the SST in determining tuna catch (Table S1--S3). In contrast, eddies have a larger effect than the SST in determining swordfish catch (Table S4). Of the two variables used to describe gear configuration, the number of light sticks used is more important than the number of hooks between floats in determining the catch of our focal species. Longitude is the most important variable in predicting bluefin tuna and swordfish catch, whereas the number of light sticks used and the SST is the most important variable in estimating yellowfin and bigeye tuna catch, respectively.

Discussion {#fog12125-sec-0012}
==========

Spatial patterns in fish catch {#fog12125-sec-0013}
------------------------------

The analysis of the NOAA logbook dataset reveals the catch distribution of our four focal species in the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery (Fig. [1](#fog12125-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Bluefin and bigeye tuna catches are distributed evenly in the main longline fishing regions across the North Atlantic Ocean. In contrast, yellowfin tuna and swordfish catches are more spatially aggregated. As a tropical tuna species with the narrowest tolerance for ambient water temperature among our focal species (Bertrand *et al*., [2002a](#fog12125-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), yellowfin tuna were largely caught at lower latitudes along the East Coast of the United States.

In the North Atlantic, high swordfish catch appears in two areas. One high‐catch area is located within a U.S. Atlantic longline fishing region known as the NED (Northeast Distant), which occupies the area 35--55°N, 20--60°W. The other high‐catch area surrounds the Charleston Bump, a bottom topographic feature located approximately 90 miles southeast of Charleston, South Carolina (31°30′N, 79°W). Swordfish have evolved to adapt to extreme environments of low temperature (Carey, [1982](#fog12125-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) and to thereby exploit resources at higher latitudes (Nakamura, [1985](#fog12125-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) and at great depths (Chancollon *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Neilson *et al*. ([2009](#fog12125-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) showed that swordfish display a consistent pattern of seasonal migration, moving between the temperate waters north of 40°N and the Caribbean Sea. Swordfish usually reach the temperate waters in early June, stay until October, and then reside in the Caribbean Sea from early January through to April. Kot *et al*. ([2010](#fog12125-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) analyzed the same logbook dataset and found swordfish catch in the NED increases in the fall. A swordfish tagging study shows that large females feed in cooler waters in higher latitudes in the NED during the summer and fall whereas smaller males stay in the lower latitudes (Sperling *et al*., [2005](#fog12125-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). The other high swordfish catch area, the Charleston Bump, has been identified as a potential swordfish spawning and nursery ground (Sedberry and Loefer, [2001](#fog12125-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). In the western North Atlantic, swordfish spawn in different seasons in the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and off the southeastern United States (Neilson *et al*., [2009](#fog12125-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). At the Charleston Bump, the benthic structure deflects the Gulf Stream at the surface and creates abundant frontal eddies, gyres, and upwelling zones that are important to the life history of many marine species. Our statistical model suggests that swordfish catch increases with increasing longitude and with decreasing latitude; each corresponding with the two high swordfish catch areas, the NED and the Charleston Bump.

Fewer bluefin tuna were recorded than any of the other three species we examined (Fig. [1](#fog12125-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The average CPUE of bluefin tuna is an order of magnitude lower than the CPUE of yellowfin and bigeye tuna and two orders of magnitude lower than the CPUE of swordfish (Table [4](#fog12125-tbl-0004){ref-type="table-wrap"}). This is likely due to the fact that the U.S. Atlantic longline fleet targets mainly swordfish and yellowfin and bigeye tuna, and that its fishing gear and fishing locations are likely optimized to maximize the catch of these three species (NMFS, [2002](#fog12125-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Average catch‐per‐unit‐effort (CPUE) (calculated as number of fish caught per thousand hooks) for the focal species in all 62 121 longline hauls made between 1993 and 2005 in the northwest Atlantic

                   Average CPUE
  ---------------- ---------------
  Bluefin tuna     3.39 × 10^−4^
  Yellowfin tuna   6.97 × 10^−3^
  Bigeye tuna      2.77 × 10^−3^
  Swordfish        1.47 × 10^−2^

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Spatial patterns in eddy activity {#fog12125-sec-0014}
---------------------------------

The eddy detecting algorithm was able to identify a large number of eddies in the study region (Fig. [3](#fog12125-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a), where eddy activity is known to be high (Chelton *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). The anticyclonic eddies that pinch off from warm Gulf Stream water at the northern wall of the Gulf Stream, where the Gulf Stream meets with the cold Labrador Current and where the largest SST anomaly is found in the North Atlantic (Palmer and Sun, [1985](#fog12125-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Hansen and Bezdek, [1996](#fog12125-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), are especially obvious on SST images (Fig. [2](#fog12125-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). In the subtropical region south of the Gulf Stream, where the contrast in SST is not as strong, our detected eddy structures are less easily discerned on SST images (Fig. [2](#fog12125-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b). The varying contrasts in SST between different regions of the North Atlantic make it less practical to develop an eddy‐detecting workflow based on SST images. In addition, many SST products (including the GOES 10 SST image shown in Fig. [2](#fog12125-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b) suffer from severe cloud contamination, which requires an eddy‐detecting workflow to use long SST composites that potentially smooth out eddy signals. In contrast, the eddy‐detecting method that was applied in our research and various other studies (Isern‐Fontanet *et al*., [2004](#fog12125-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Chelton *et al*., [2007](#fog12125-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Henson and Thomas, [2008](#fog12125-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) only requires SLA as the input, and the SLA images we used are not affected by clouds.

More cyclonic eddies than anticyclonic eddies were detected in our study area (Table [2](#fog12125-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Many other studies have also shown that cyclonic eddies dominate in the western North Atlantic. Paillet ([1999](#fog12125-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) reported that cyclonic eddies are more numerous than anticyclonic eddies in the western North Atlantic, and the dominance of anticyclonic eddies increases from west to east across the North Atlantic Ocean. By tracking the movement of buoyant floats, Shoosmith *et al*. ([2005](#fog12125-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}) recorded more cyclonic eddies than anticyclonic eddies in a region of the North Atlantic that is within our study area. In addition, anticyclonic eddies and cyclonic eddies are not distributed evenly in the North Atlantic. Both the climatological images of eddy density shown in Fig. [3](#fog12125-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b,c and Paillet\'s ([1999](#fog12125-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) suggest that anticyclonic eddies are more often found in higher latitudes northwest of the Gulf Stream, whereas cyclonic eddies more often occupy lower latitudes southeast of the Gulf Stream. However, because of this regional distribution of eddies and because of the North Atlantic longliners\' preference for fishing on the northern edge of the Gulf Stream, although cyclonic eddies dominate our study area, there are more anticyclonic hauls than cyclonic hauls (Fig. [4](#fog12125-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Similar to the distribution of anticyclonic eddies, anticyclonic hauls are more likely than cyclonic hauls to be found near shore and at higher latitudes (Fig. [4](#fog12125-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c).

Fish catch in relation to oceanography {#fog12125-sec-0015}
--------------------------------------

While many studies have shown that large pelagic predators have evolved various strategies to occupy different niches of the ecosystem (Chancollon *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Pusineri *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Young *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}), our statistical models demonstrate that responding to mesoscale eddies differently may be yet another strategy marine animals adopt for partitioning habitat use. Eddy presence and polarity have significant but different effects in determining the catchability of the species we analyzed. Cyclonic eddies are known to increase ocean primary productivity by upwelling nutrients at their interior, whereas anticyclonic eddies can aggregate marine organisms and attract consumers of different trophic levels by creating a convergent environment similar to the environments found in many frontal areas (Bakun, [2006](#fog12125-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

As our species of interest mainly use our study area as feeding grounds and as research has related the catchability of longline fishery to prey abundance (Bertrand *et al*., [2002b](#fog12125-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}), it seems likely that the results of our statistical models can be explained by predator--prey relationships. The oceanographic preferences of our focal species are likely the result of the increased forage opportunities in these oceanographic features. In our study, tunas generally prefer eddy habitats over non‐eddy habitats, whereas swordfish display the opposite preference. In addition, anticyclonic eddies and cyclonic eddies play different roles in the feeding activities of different tuna species.

The catchability of bluefin tuna in the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery was higher in anticyclonic eddies than in cyclonic eddies or in non‐eddy habitats for our 13‐year study period. Previous studies have found associations between anticyclonic eddies and marine predators, such as seabirds (Yen *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}), loggerhead sea turtles (*Caretta caretta*) (Polovina *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Howell *et al*., [2010](#fog12125-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), and melon‐headed whales (*Peponocephala electra*) (Woodworth *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}), and attributed these associations to the aggregation of mid‐trophic‐level fish and squid in convergence zones of anticyclonic eddies. Bluefin tuna display complex patterns of horizontal movements in the western North Atlantic. In the most noticeable pattern, they migrate seasonally between the Gulf of Mexico, their only confirmed spawning area in the western Atlantic, and their feeding grounds found on the continental shelf of the Gulf of Maine and Canada (Block *et al*., [2005](#fog12125-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}). Anticyclonic eddies (warm‐core rings) are more often found along the northern side of the Gulf Stream. Our results confirm bluefin tuna\'s use of this type of oceanographic structure. Anticyclonic eddies can aggregate bluefin tuna\'s prey, such as Atlantic herring (*Clupea harengus*), sand lance (*Ammodytes* spp.), Atlantic mackerel (*Scomber scombrus*), squid, and crustaceans (Block *et al*., [1998](#fog12125-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Logan *et al*., [2015](#fog12125-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). Tracking data for Atlantic bluefin tuna have recorded the animal\'s presence in warm‐core rings on the northern edge of the Gulf Stream (Block *et al*., [1998](#fog12125-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [2001](#fog12125-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). By analyzing the movements of 35 electronically tagged Atlantic bluefin tuna, Lawson *et al*. ([2010](#fog12125-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) reported that between March and April bluefin tuna move from coastal North Carolina to the northern wall of the Gulf Stream. After those waters warm in June, the fish move further north to forage in temperate waters. By studying 41 adult bluefin tuna using pop‐up satellite archival tags, Galuardi *et al*. ([2010](#fog12125-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}) concluded that presumably mature bluefin tuna either do not spawn every year or spawn in places yet to be identified. They suggested that, by entraining the warm waters of the Gulf Stream, the warm‐core rings have the potential to provide suitable conditions (temperature \>24°C) for bluefin tuna spawning.

In our study, bluefin tuna catch occurred more frequently in lower SSTs. Unique endothermic physiology makes bluefin tuna more successful in conserving metabolic heat than other tuna species, allowing bluefin tuna to access cooler and generally more productive temperate waters (Carey and Lawson, [1973](#fog12125-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Walli *et al*., [2009](#fog12125-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

Yellowfin tuna catch was highest in cyclonic eddies and lowest in anticyclonic eddies. Cyclonic eddies enhance the otherwise oligotrophic conditions found in the warm waters south of the Gulf Stream and are likely to improve yellowfin tuna\'s forage opportunity. Due to their narrow tolerance for ambient water temperature (Bertrand *et al*., [2002a](#fog12125-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}), yellowfin tuna were mainly caught at lower latitudes along the East Coast of the United States in the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery. This explains why yellowfin tuna catch was lower in anticyclonic eddies--anticyclonic eddies distribute further north in our study area (Fig. [3](#fog12125-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b). In contrast to yellowfin tuna, the catchability of bigeye tuna was higher in both types of eddy than in non‐eddy habitats. Although yellowfin tuna and bigeye tuna are both tropical tuna species and the catches of both were correlated with higher SSTs, bigeye tuna do have a greater physiological tolerance for low temperatures (Brill, [1994](#fog12125-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}), and more bigeye tuna were caught at higher latitudes in our study area than yellowfin tuna (Fig. [1](#fog12125-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Our study shows that bigeye tuna catch was higher in both types of eddies, possibly due to the high primary productivity found in cyclonic eddies and the high prey density found in anticyclonic eddies.

Swordfish catch distribution differed from those of the three tuna species. Swordfish catch was highest in non‐eddy habitats, followed by anticyclonic eddies, and lowest in cyclonic eddies. Swordfish show less affinity to eddy structures than do tunas in our study area. This could be attributed to the fact that the diet and feeding ecology of swordfish differ from those of tunas in a number of ways. Swordfish are solitary, opportunistic feeders. In the North Atlantic, swordfish prey was dominated by both fish and cephalopods, while tuna prey tended to be dominated solely by fish (Chancollon *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Logan *et al*., [2013](#fog12125-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Swordfish generally occupy a higher trophic level than tunas and consume prey of larger body mass (Chancollon *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). In the Indian Ocean, Potier *et al*. ([2007](#fog12125-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) found that swordfish diet was dominated by larger, adult prey items, whereas the diet of yellowfin tuna was dominated by smaller, juvenile items. Swordfish also occasionally prey on tunas (*Thunnus* sp.) (Chancollon *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Compared to tunas, swordfish have lower energy needs and are better adapted to feed in the depleted parts of the ocean, such as the non‐eddy habitats (Pusineri *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). While our results suggest that swordfish catch was less associated with eddies, other studies have shown that swordfish are attracted to oceanographic structures, such as convergence zones, thermal fronts, and upwelling systems generated by the Gulf Stream (Sedberry and Loefer, [2001](#fog12125-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Dewar *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

Similar to bluefin tuna catch, swordfish catch was correlated with lower SSTs. The oceanographic structures that attract swordfish, such as frontal areas and upwelling regions, are places where cold waters meet with warm waters and where large temperature contrasts are found (Sedberry and Loefer, [2001](#fog12125-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Santos *et al*., [2006](#fog12125-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}). Swordfish can endure both extremely low temperatures (4°C) and rapid temperature changes (\>20°C). This allows them to migrate between the deep cold waters during the day and the warm surface waters during the night. Swordfish sometimes break their typical diel pattern and return to the surface in daytime (Dewar *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). This behavior, known as basking, is hypothesized to recharge the swordfish\'s thermal budget and to benefit the swordfish\'s foraging performance by providing a warm environment that facilitates swordfish\'s digestion (Dewar *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

Effects of fishing gear configuration on catch {#fog12125-sec-0016}
----------------------------------------------

Our statistical models show that tuna catch increases as fishers use fewer light sticks whereas swordfish catch increases as fishers use more light sticks. The number of light sticks used is a good proxy for whether the longline set was a day set or a night set. Swordfish are active feeders at night, and the U.S. Atlantic longline fishery has learned to work at night and to use light sticks when targeting swordfish (Witzell, [1999](#fog12125-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Conversely, tuna catch tended to increase as fewer light sticks were used. This is likely due to the fact that tunas tend to feed most heavily during the day, and fewer light sticks are used in day sets (Witzell, [1999](#fog12125-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Walli *et al*., [2009](#fog12125-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}).

In addition to the different responses to the number of light sticks used, bigeye tuna and swordfish catches also display different responses to the number of hooks between floats. Bigeye tuna catch increases whereas swordfish catch decreases with increasing number of hooks between floats. Increasing the number of hooks between floats causes the fishing gear to fish deeper in the water, as the mainline can sag more between floats. Bigeye tuna are known to spend the majority of the day feeding actively in deep, oxygen‐poor waters (Brill, [1994](#fog12125-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Musyl *et al*., [2003](#fog12125-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Evans *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}), whereas swordfish stay closer to the surface at night (Dewar *et al*., [2011](#fog12125-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). As a result, bigeye tuna (swordfish) were caught more frequently with fewer (more) light sticks used and with a greater (smaller) number of hooks between floats, suggesting that deep (shallow), day (night) sets were most effective at catching bigeye tuna (swordfish).

Bluefin and yellowfin tuna catches are significantly higher with decreasing number of light sticks used but have no significant correlation with the number of hooks between floats. For these two species, the number of light sticks used and, by proxy, whether the haul is a day set or a night set, is more important than the number of hooks between floats and, by proxy, fishing depth, in determining catch.

Implications for management {#fog12125-sec-0017}
---------------------------

Our results regarding the distribution of fish species in relation to physical oceanography have potential implications for fisheries management. In the last several years, the U.S. pelagic longline fleet has exceeded their catch allocation of bluefin tuna, while being under their allotted swordfish catch. Bluefin tuna and swordfish catches display opposite responses to most of the predictor variables we analyzed using our statistical models. Among the three eddy categories present in our study area, the highest catch of bluefin tuna occurred in anticyclonic eddies, while eddy activity generally did not increase swordfish catch. Bluefin tuna catch was negatively correlated with longitude and the number of light sticks used whereas swordfish catch was positively correlated with these two variables. According to these results, overfishing of bluefin tuna can be alleviated and swordfish can be targeted more efficiently in the northwest Atlantic by avoiding fishing in anticyclonic eddies and in near‐shore waters and by using more light sticks and fishing at night. Although dynamic management based on oceanographic features is difficult to implement, this technique has been used or proposed in other regions and fisheries (Hobday and Hartmann, [2006](#fog12125-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Howell *et al*., [2008](#fog12125-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Teo and Block, [2010](#fog12125-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). To propose a solid oceanography‐based management plan for selecting catch among our focal species in the northwest Atlantic fishery, further studies on the responses of these species to mesoscale oceanographic features are needed. Our research calls for studies that compare the different effects of eddies in different regions within our study area using different statistical approaches, different biological datasets, or a combination of both.
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**Table S1--S4**. Summary tables of the final zero‐inflated negative binomial (ZINB) models that predict the catch of bluefin tuna (Table S1), yellowfin tuna (Table S2), bigeye tuna (Table S3), and swordfish (Table S4).
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